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Case No. 6216

In the Supreme Court
of the State of Utah
E.

J. JEREMY

Plai11tiff and Appellant,
vs.
ANGEL BERTAGNOLE

and LEo M.

BERTAGNOLE,

Defendants and Resporndents ,
and

SuMMIT CouNTY, a. municipal corporation,
Intervener and Respondent,
and
MoRGAN CouNTY, a municipal corporation,

Intervener a;nd Respondent.

APPELLANT'S BRIEF
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In the Supreme Court
of the State of U tab
E. J. J EREl\IY,

Plaintiff and

Ap~pellatnt,

vs.
ANGEL BERTAGNOLE and LEo M.
BERTAGNOLE,

Defendarnts and RespDndents,
and

Case No. 6216

SuMMIT CouNTY, a. municipal corporation,

Intervener and Respondent,
and
MoRGAN CouNTY, a municipal corporation,
Intervener arnd Respondent.
APPE~LLANT'S

BRIEF

Plaintiff and appellant brought this atction to enjoin
d~fendants and respondents from trespassing over lands
of the appellant in ·Summit and Morgan Counties, State
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of:Utah~ Re,spondents contend that the alle·g~d trespass
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a p-q.l;>lic road acquired across appellant's
hinds by riser, dedication and rubandonment.
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·The .. p~roperty· involved follows sU'bstantia1ly the
course of :East ~Canyon Creek as it flows N·orth from the
,Jeremy' ranch ·house in Summit County, to the Southerly
portion of Morgan County. The .J.eremy ranch house is
~~~out t~~nt:Y· miles :EJast of Salt Lake C:ity on U. lS:. Highw.a.y Nn. 40 in the immediate vicinity of Gorgo,rza. T~e
ranch comprises appToxima.tely 20,000 acr·es of ranch,
grazing, and farm ~ands, the acreage of which is all contiguous.· a.nd operated ~primarily for the purpose of sheep
and .cattle r.aising. Substantially arrl of the property lies
~ortp .of the J_er~my ranch house extending into the
SQutherly p-ortion of Morgan County, taking in several
miles,. ~Jot~ on _the West and on the East of East :Cany~~
Cre.ek, and which creek is the main flow of water in the
viei:hitv.
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; ''Goi~g in a N orlherly direction along E:ast Canyon
Qreek,,frrpm the _higJ!way, one soon -comes to narrow cany;ons 'and ravines:.with heavily. foliaged mountains on

!both ·-sides.· ·Further North the country opens up into
flats and rolling hills. The ·property is suitable ror
lambing:'!a;nd th_~·:r.gtazing of stock of all kinds. The W.esterly boundary of appellant's p.rop·erty might be· said to
su~riri t

b-e th·e

or ridge of the- Wasatc-h range as it runs

North_~~ !rohl the -sllinmit in Parley's Canyon on U.
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Highway N:o. 40.
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· For more than fifty years,· the Jeremy family ,has
owned and paid the taxes on this tren1endous a.creage
and which, it will he' conceded, is 'of extreke valu'~ :,i~
'i '
those engaged in the ·sheep and ~livestock business. The
proximity of the property to Salt Lake ·City ru1d to shipping points, the unusual vegetation together with the wa~
ters that flovv ~hroug.h it, 1nake the property most attractive to those engaged in the industry.
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East Canyon Creek has its source to the .South.· and
East of appellant's ranch house and flows in
No'rtliwesterly direction through the Ea·st. Canyort. Rese:ntoir
in Morgan ·County and then into the Werber :River ··~nd
in its course goes through portions of appellant's: pro;p~
erty involved herein, to-wit, portions of Sect!on~: 2!2, 27,
34 and 35·, T. 1 N., .R. 3 E., S. L. M~ ·and .Sections 2 and
11, T. 1 s., R. 3 E., ~s. L. M. ·Secti.on· 22 is~ in Morgarl
·County and the other s.ections are in ·Summit Cotmty.' '·. ·

a

~The

Bertagnoles, also engaged in the sh·eep industry,
own or control p.roperty to the North of app·ella.nt's
property in East Canyon in Morgan County 1·:'and use
the same for grazing and ~amibing purp.oses. S·ome few
year.s before this litigation was commen·ced:·th-ey Jeased
&o-rne land from the ~Silv~r King ne~r ·Park City an(l.; to
tlJ,~ South a.nd East of appellant's }~nd10 . "_ F'or sever~l
years thi~ land has been used ~sa ~lp:Pme_:r: r~~:rl:g;e
.. :.~,~- ,.,;.
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, ,· The.. complaint filed S·~ptemb~r 10, 1·938 {T~·· P:P· lt~:;
ibs. pp. ~-3} ,alleges in.·effect
t,h~t
O:P., or abQut ..fu..e -.fl.~+
. .
-1
day of Jun~, .1. Q3~, the ·defendapt~-. trespa~se:q
.'Q.PO~ it4e
...:J
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ing across the sa.m.e- upward:s of ·2, 700 head of sheep and
that in so ·doing destroyed the herbage, foliage and natura~ grasses on the ground and deprived appellant's
sheep and cattle of the forage and pasturage on the same
and caused appellant's flocks of sheep to become comingled with those driven by defendants and otherwise
caused irreparable damage and harm to appellant in the
uses and purposes to which appellant put his property;
that the defendants trespassed in like .manner prior to
the ·21st day of J nne and that appellant believed that
they would continue to trespass upon the property unless
restrained by rorde:r of .court. Injun·cti:ve relief was
p.ray.ed for.
·Defendants by their ansrwer and counter·claim, (Tr.
pp. 13-15; Ahs. pp. 4-9) while admitting that appellant
has operated and controlled his property primarily for
the grazing of s·heep and cattle and for such purposes is
dependent upon the herlbage, foliage and gra·sses produced thereon, denied any· trespass up·on (appeUant"s
property. By way of a separate defense, it was alleged
that for more than sixty years last past there had been
''a well travelled, workHd and defined pu!bli'c road"
areross parts of the land ·descriibed in the complaint. It
was alleged that the road began at the State Highway
near the Jeremy ranch house- and ran generally North
''along E·a~st Canyon ~Creek'' conne·cting with the :State
Highway in Weber C·anyon, Utah; that the road formed
a .part of the public road 'sy,stem maintained by Summit
and M·orga:h Counties and used ·by persons and the generaJ puhlic for ingr-ess, eg.re.s.s and regress to a.nd from
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the lands of respondents situated to the North and South
of the Jeren1y property. It w.as al·so alle.ged that the
··road con.sti.t-utes ·the nearest, most convenient and only
feasible road" \Yher~by the defendants and the general
public ·can reach the lands of defendants and other lands
of other persons using said road; that for the period
stated, the road ha:d ibeen "continuously'' used by
ranchers, stockmen and owners of ranches ·situated or
contiguous and adjacent to it for divers public purposes,
including pedestrian, equestrian and vehicular traffi'c,
the driving of horses, cattle and sheep and by hunters,
fishermen and vacationists. It wa·s then alleged that, by
reason of such ''use'', the road had become an~d ' 'now
is dedicated and abandoned to the public as a road or
highway'' and that for a peri.od of 60 years, it had been
maintained and used "of an average approximate width
of eight ro,ds so as eonveniently to permit herds of sheep
and other animals to .be driven over and along the same
as well as to permit vehicles to pass thereon.'' It was
alleged that in the month .of June 193~8 and at other times
prior thereto, defendants used the road for the purpose
of trailing sheep and that those are the ac-ts complained
of by appellant and that the use of the road was lawful.
1

By way of counterclaim, defendants reiterated their
right to use the road of the dimensions of 8 rods for all
pur·poses, including the driving of herds of ·sheep from
their lands in Morgan County to their grazing grounds
in 'S:ummit County, and ';'T.hat it is necessary and proper
in their operations to drive herds of sheep from their
said lands in Morgan County to their said grazing
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grounds in ·Summit County and that the said road or
highway S'O above d:e·s'cribe:d and crossing the lands of
plaintiff is the most direct, open, feasible public road
connecting said area·s. '' The defendants prayed for general and injunctive relief .against the appellant restraining him from interfering in their use of the road to the
width of 8 rods.
Both Surrnmit and Morgan Counties :fil~d answers
and c-omplaints in intervention, ('Tr. pp. 18-40; Abs. pp.
10-17) substantially reiterating the allegations -contained
in defendants' plea'ding and pT.ayed, among other things,
that the court, by its decree, declare East 'Canyon road,
a~s p·articularly described in the pleadings, to be a public
road of the width of 8 rods along the fu~l course thereof.
Appellant, for reply to resp·ondents' answer and counterclainl and to the ·complaints in intervention of Summit
and Morgan 'Counties, :filed general denials. (Tr. pp. 60-

64; Abs. pp. 1S-21)
On September 5, 1'939, the court entered its findings
of fa.ct, ,conclusions of law and judgment in favor of the
respondents and against appellant. (Tr. pp. 72-77; Abs.
pp. 2:2-23) ·By its judgment, the court fixed the center
line of the road as commencing at U. S. Highway No. 40
in the vicinity .of the Jeremy ranch house in Summit
County and running thence in a Northerly direction to
Morgan •C'ounty and described the same by eour.ses and
distances. The judgment :fixes the width of the :firS't
course, running practically due North from Highway
No. 40, a. di.starrce of 1690 feet, as ibeing 60 feet, ''that
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is to say 30 feet on each side of said descrilbed c:enter
line." The judgment fixes the width of the remainder
of the roa.d as 5 rods, "that is to say, 21;2 rods on each
side of said des~~ribed center line.'' T·he appellan't was
restrained fnom interfering "i th the u·se of the roa.d as
described and it "\Yas decreed that the road was a public
highway open to all members of the public, including
respondents. Appellant's complaint was dismissed. It
is from the judgment a.nd decree of the court that this
appeal is pros-ecuted.

Various exhibits, marked ''lA'' to "G" inclusive,
were introduced in evidence without objection showin·g
a fee simple or possessory tifle in appellant to the prop·erties involved. (R. Tr. pp. 10-14; Abs. p. 37) A plat of
a. survey made during April of 1939 by Horald G. Clark,
Morgan ·County Surveyor, and refeTred to in the proceeding as Exh:i!bit 'i' A", depicts the -center line of East
·Canyon road from the Jeremy ranch house on Highway
No. 40 in ,S:ummit County in a Northerly dire-ction to
U. S. Highway No. 30 at Morgan and Hen.e.fer in M.organ
County. East Canyon road, more or less, follows the
creek, (R. Tr. p. 26; Ahs. p. 40) so, we believe, it can
pr·operly he said that the plat of the survey not only
reflects the ~center line of the road, but the general course
of East c:anyon Creek.
It was conceded by appellant that there ha·d been
a user of the road by the general pu!blic for vehicular and
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pedestrian travel of not to e2rceed 1~6 feet in width for
StH·h a period of time as to give the public a prescriptive
right to the use of the same for the purposes and to the
width indicated. (R. Tr. pp. 16-2'1; Abs. p. 38)
The road is a -canyon road .and used only in Summer
seasons. It becomes impassable when snow he.gins to fall
and in vvet weather. Much of it is dugway and in wet
seasons becom·es slippery and extremely dangerous for
any kind of travel. (R. Tr. pp. 21-·2;2; Abs. pp. 38-39)
A band of sheep in any suJbstantial number -could not he
driven up or down the road and kept within the confines
of 16 feet. In places sheep would spread out for a half
:mile or more. The country on ·each side of the road is
used by appellant as grazing ground and the creek is .
used for the purpose of watering appellant '·s cattle and
sheep. (R. Tr. p. 22; Abs. p. 2:9)
Appellant uses the property for the grazing of approximately 10,000 head of sheep and livestock eaeh year.
Flocks of sheep range a long the ·creek and if other sheep
are going up or down the .canyon, the herds would become mixed with those of appellant's. (R. Tr. pp. 14-16 ~
Abs. pp. 37-38)
1

To the North of the Jeremy property are well-defined sheep trails leading from the .Salt 'Lake Valley up
Emigration Canyon over what is called Big Mountain,
down into Henefer or Morgan. These are the trails general1y used 'by people running sheep to the N.orth of the
Jeremy property. (R. Tr. pp. 50-:52; Abs. pp. 44-45) The
property owned by defendants consists of about 20,000
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acres a mile North of D~utch Creek or what is known a.s
Big and Little Dutch Hollows. This property is considerably North of appellant's property and extends on
the \V-est to Emigration Canyon. (R. Tr. pp. 307-308;
.L~bs. p. 105)
The Yarious n.atuTal monuments and the
names of the various mountains, creeks and hollows are
indieated on defendants' Exhibit 1, the same being a
Wasatch X ational Forest map published by the United
State Department of Agriculture.
Defendants obtained range ground to the South and
East of appellant ~s property from the Silver King and
the Silver l{ing Western in 19:29 or 19'30. (R. Tr. pp.
314-315; Abs. pp. 106-107)- T.his property is in the vicinity
of Park ·City. "Tithout crossing the Jeremy property,
either up or dovYn East Canyon, defendants could move
their sheep 1bac.k and forth between their ground in the
vicinity of Big and Little Duteh Hollows and the Silver
King range in two ways. One route would lead over
Little Mountain, over the divide into Emigration C'anyon on the Salt Lake Valley side an·d then in a. .Southerly
direction to what is known as Brigham Young's Hollow
in Emigration Canyon, then ·E:ast paS'sing the reservoir
in Parley's Canyon on the North up Alexander Creek to
the Summit and then following Highrvvay No. 40 to
_Gorg·orza. and from there to the ·Silver King range. One
of the defendants judged this route to be about 20 miles
in .comparison to a route of 7 miles, if the sheep were
taken from Dutch Hollow ·direetly up East Canyon to
Highway No. 40 and through the Jeremy property or a
difference of ·approximately 13 miles. The route. over
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Big Mountain would avoid ero-s.sing the Jeremy property
with sheep and is open and available to all those running
sheep North of the Jeremy property and to· defendants
who transfer their sheep to and from the range to the
North and the range to the South o.f J.eremy's. This
route is shown by indelilble markings on the map, defendants' Exhibit 1. ( R. Tr. pp. 320-32:2; Abs. p. 108)
1

The defendants testified to an oc-casional use of the
road through the Jeremy property with their own per·sonal sheep since acquiring the Silver King range. It
was testified that this route was used at least once a
year and sometimes twice a year and that defendants
would continue the use of that route until restrained by
order of court. (R. Tr. pp. 327-335; Abs. pp. 110-111) It
must be 'borne in mind that for more than 60 years appellant and his predecessor·s in interest have used the
property as far North as :Sec:tion 2·2 for grazing and driving their own sheep and cattle and which ranged at seasonable times indis.criminately over the entire property
now owned by appellant, including the creek bottoms
and the road in question. The road, a.t all times, has
been a typical canyon road with .steep embankments,
narrow dugways and in pla.ce:s follows the creek bed
itself.
A nurniber of vvitnesses testified to having observed,

on occasions, over a period of some 60 years, sheep and
cattle. being driven back and forth over the ca.l?-yon road
on the Jeremy property. In some instances, the sheep
and ea ttle vvere identified a.s having been o-vvned by in-
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dividuals other than appellant or his predecessors in
interest, but in most instances the sheep and cattle were
not identified as to O\Ynership and presun1ptively at least
they belong-ed to appellant or were being driven through
the property ·with permission. In discuS'sing the various
assignments ·Of error, this testimony, together with the
evidence claimed to support the contentions of the interveners, will be e1a;borated upon. It is not disputed tlia t
sheep in any· substantial number c:ould no~t 'be kept within
the confine-s of a 16-f{}ot road, but would spread out, according to the size of the herd, anywhere from 4 rods to
a half mile on each side of the road as it goes through
the Jeremy property.

STATEME·NT OF ERROR;S REDIED UP10N
·1.

Finqings of fact Nos.

~'

3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are all

to the effect tha:t East Canyon road, as it traverses th·e
Jeremy property, is a ''public road or highway'' and
ever since the year 18>69 has heen ·dedicated and abandoned to the public as such to· a width of 60 feet on the
first. course, as the middle line of the road is described
by courses and distances, and a width of 5 rods, so far
as the remainder of the road is conc:erned. The fir.st
course is a ·course pr~actically due north from the Jeremy
ranch house on Highway No. 40, a distance of 1690 feet.
The remaining portion of the road .extends in aN ortherly
direction into Morgan County through Section .2:2. These
findings are attacked on the ground that the same are
not supported· by, but are contrary to the evidence. These
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finding-s are attacked rby assignments .of error N o.s. 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9. These assignments will be discussed
together under the proposition that the record does not
show a road or right-of-way by abandonment, dedic;ation
or otherwise along the course indicated by the pla1, Exhibit "A'', to a width of more th·an 16 f.eet.
2. Findings of fact Nns. 4, 10, 11, 12 and 14 are
likHwise attacked upon the ground that they are not
supported by, but are contrary to the evidence. The
purport of ~these :findings is to the effect that the respondents, the interveners and the general public have
acquired a right-of-·way or easement by prescription, the
road having ~been used continuously, openly and under
claim of right for more than 20 years last past to the
width of 60 feet on the :first course and a width of 5 rods
on the rem·ainder of the road as it traverses the Jeremy
property. These findings are attacked by assignments
of error Nos. 5, 10, 11, 1'2 and 13, which will be discussed
together under the proposition that the evidence does not
show a prescriptive right by user of the E.a:st Canyon
road to a width of in e~cess of 16 feet or 8 feet on each
side of the center line of the road as shown by the plat,
Exhiibit ''A''.
3.

Assignments of error Nos. 14 to 16, inclusive,

attack the conclusions of law as being contrary to the
fa'ets and t·o law.

If the findings of fact are erroneous

as claimed, then it would follow that the eonclusions of
law drawn therefrom a~re equally erroneous. Assignment
of error No. 17 at~ta·cks the judgment as being contrary
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to law for the reason that evidence is insuffieient to
sustain or justify the same in the particular speeifically
designated in connection with the assignn1ent. The
propriety of the assignments of error mentioned in this
numbered paragraph vvill be demonstrated in the discussion of the other assignments.

Appellant at the time of the trial conceded that a
rig·ht-of-,yay by pres·c.ription had he-en a·cquired across
the property along East Canyon road to a width of nol
to exeeed 16 feet fbut limited to vehicular and pedestrian
travel. Th~ use of the road for the driving of sheep and
other livestock in any substantial p.umher was ,excludHd
from the concession made by app.ellant because, in the
very nature o.f things and according to the evidence,
sheep or other livestock could not ihe driven nor kept
within the .confines of a. roadway 16 feet in width.
,The main question, therefore, would seem to be
whether or not, from .the en·tire record, the res-pondents
and gene.ral public have aequired a. right-of-way or easement across appella.nt'·s lands to a greater width th,an
16 feet by pres-cription or otherwise. It is contended that
the trial court arbitrarily and without sufficient or any
evidence fixed the width of the first cour.s·e as 60 feet and
the width of the remainder as 5 rods. We brieilly summarize the ~questions involved as follows:
(a) From the whole re-cord, ean it be said that the
respondents have established a ·pu~blic road by dedi.c,ation,
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or abandonment to the width declared and adjudicated
by the trial cour.t ~
(h) From the whole rercord, ean it be said that the
respondents have es~taiblished, by presc;ription or user,
a right-of-way or easement aernss appellant's property
to a ·\Vidth of more than 1·6 feet~
(c)

Assuming, without admitting, a. right-of-way

or easement across appellant's property to a width nf
16 feet in favor of the general public for ·all purp:o'ses,
~an

the \Yidth be increased when the respondents or the

general public find that a greater width would more
conveniently suit their purposes and particularly for the
driving of sheep and othe,r livestock, when such us·e in·creas-es the burden upon the servient tenement~
1. A public· road or highway of the width decreed
by the court ov-er .appellant's property· does VJ'I)OJt exist by
dedication or .aba;ndonrrnent.

It seems to be contended by respondents that use by
the general public for more than a period of 10 years of
a road or trail to· the width of 1'6 feet, for limit~ed purposes, ipso facto -creates a, public road or highway of the
width adjudicated by the trial eour)t. It also seems to be
contended that an oC'casional trespass upon lands of the
appellant .by sheep or cattle, beyond the width of 16 feet,
even though efforts are made to keep such live·stock
within the .confines of the 1'6-foot road, creates an easement or right-of-way in favor of the puiblic to such greater width or to such a width as would most conveniently
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adapt itself to a special use su-ch as the driving of livestock.
·On each side of the first eourse, vvhich the eour~t
declared to be 60 feet in width, there are sheep-tight
fences. This eourse runs almost directly North from the
Jeremy ranch house on Highway No. 40 through pasture
land to E·a.st Canyon proper. · The remainder of th·e road
through East Canyon Northerly and Northwesterly is
not fenced except that in certain lo'Ca.tions fences have
been constructed :by ap-pellant and his predecessors on
their own lands and for thei;r own eonvenien·ce. Aside
from the first course, the trial court has arbi trar,ily fixed
the width o.f the road at 5 rods and it will be coneed:ed,
we believe, that· the road to such a. width is not marked,
fenced or identified by any evidence of use"~r. I~t must
also be conceded 'by respondents that at no time have
either Summit or Morgan ~Counties worked, improved or
maintained the road at any place to a wi-dth of 5 rods
or to any width greater than 16 feet, nor is there any
evidence to the effect that the ·S:tate Road ·Commission
1

or the County C'ommissioners of either Summit or M;organ Counties have ever flxed the width of the road as

contemplated ·by ·Section 36-1-4, R. iS. Ut. 1·933.
'Oiher than for the purpos·e of driving ,sheep, cattle
and horses along East Canyon creek on isolated occasions, there is no evidence in the record proving or
tending to prove that the general publ,ic has eve!' used
East Canyon road to !a width gr·eater than 1'6 feet. The
evidence shows that the general use of East Canyon road
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has been confined to vehicular a.nd pedestrian travel and
that by reason of the contour of the country, it is not
only impossible for the general public to make use of the
road to a wi·dth greater than 16 feet but that the use
of the road ·to that width is extremely hazardous and
dangerous even for pedestrians and vehicles.
Ii is not contended that East Canyon road exists by
reason of any grant or written dedication. Respondents
contend that a puJh1ic highway exists to the width adjudieated by reason of abandonment and user, and in supp:ort of this contention ,sections 36-1-1 and 3-6-1-2, R. S. ·
Ut. 1933, are relied upon.
'Sec. 36-1-1:
''In all counties all roads, streets, alleys,
lanes, -courts, places, trails and bridges laid out
or erected as such hy the public or dedicated or
a~bandoned to the public, or made ·such in actions
for the partition of real property, are public
. h
,,
h1g ~vays.
·Sec. 36-1-2:
''\A highway shall lbe deemed to have bee_n
dedi'Ca.ted and abandoned to ~the use of the puibhc
when it has :been continuously used as a public
thoroughfare for a period ·of ten years."

·This court, we believe, is comrni tted to the doctrine
that a dedication by user is limited to the use made of
the property during the prescriptive p~eriod. This rule
was applied in the case of Stephens R(JfYt.ch db Livestock
Co. v. Union Pacific R. Co., 48 Uitah .5'28, 161 Pa:c. 459.
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\Yhile the rase had to do "~ith the construetion of dams
cu~ross a natural "rater eourse diverting· the flow. of the
"·aters upon lands of the livestock. company, the ruling
of the court is applicable to the case a.t bar. The court
said:
"'The la"~ is further well settled tha't when
one acquires lands wrhich are burdened with such
an easement or prescriptive right he tak,es them
subject to such right, but he is not also bound to
submit to a. n1aterial ·Change or enlargement of
the right ·by the dominant owner if thereby the
servient ·estate is injured to a larger extent than
it \Yas under the right as it existed when the
servient estate \Yas acquired. It is not ne-cessary
to cite or review a large number of cases upon
th~s point.''
The same rule is indica:ted in the case of Robins v.
Roberts, 80 Utah 409, 15 Pac. (2d) 340, as follows:
., 'Of courHe, defendant cannot by a new structure enlarge the easement and flood more of
rplaintiff's land than he did prior to the constru'Ction of ~the new dam. An easement acquir~d by
pre·scription is always limited to the us·e made
during the prescriptive period.''
In the case at har the defendants commenced using
~East Canyon road for the purposes of ingress, egress
and regress after they had a~cquired range ground from
the fSi1ver King, so far as the trailing of sheep was cou,eerned, and then only on iHolated and .spasmodic oc-c~·asions and on a number of those occasions with permis, 'Si'On of the ~appellant. At all times, appellant has used
the road and the creek bed for the purpose of grazing
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his own sheep and ,c:attle and so far as the general public
is -concerned the r~oad has ibeen used only for vehicular
and pedestrian travel. The use claimed by the defendants, is pr~ivate in its nature and in the very nature of
things must be so. It cannot ~be ·said that the general
public uses the road for the purpos·e of trailing sheep or
cattle and it is only when the road is used for such a
purpose that a width grea'ter than 16 feet .becomes neCessary o-r eonvenient. The situation is analogous to that
found in the .case of Morris v. Blunt, 49 Utah 243, 161
Pac. 1127. Among other things, equally in point with the
,cas~e mt bar, the c.ourt said:
'''As to the persons who lived in the eenter of
the section, the evidence doe·s not disclo-se ho\\r
many there al"e or ever were, how frequently they
used the road, by what right they traveled the
road, nor the circums~tances of their use, nor that
they have in any way improved their property depending upon the public use of the road, nor that
they are in any respect so .situated that closing
the road will be an injury to them. Compare the
case -made as to them 'vith the situation dis·closed
·by the evidence in the case of S·chettler v. Lynch,
'23 Utah 305, 64 p·ac. 9·5~5.
'' Ho,wever, the pe·ople in the middle of this
·section are not in c10urt, and their rights are not
·being detern1ined. Their use of the road is material here only so far as it n1ay have a bearing
upon its public character, and the evidence as to
their use of the road· in question is very 1neager.
''Compiled La,vs of Utah 1907, ~Sec'tion 1115,
provides:
'' 'A highvvay shall be deemed to have been
dedicated and abandoned to the use of the public
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when it has been continuously used as a puiblic
thoroughfare for a period of ten years.'
~ '·1-t

'thoroughfare' is a ·pla:oe ·or way through
which there is passing or travel. It becomes a
'pu!blic. thoroughfare' ·when the public. have a
general right of passage. Under this statute the
high1vay, even though it be over privately owne-d
ground, \Yill be deemed d·edi·cated or abandoned
to the public use when the public has continuously used it as a thoroughfare for a period of 10
years, but such use must be by the public. Use
under ·private right is not sufficient. If the
thoroughfare is laid out or used a.s a private way,
its use, however 1ong, as a private way, does not
make it a public way; and the mere fact that the
public also make use of it, with·out obj·e<ction from
the owner ·Of the land, will not make it a public
way. Before it becomes public in ~character the
owner of the land must consent to the .ehange.
'Elliott, Roads and S!treets, 'Section 5.
''From a consideration of the facts in evi·dence, viewed in the light of the well-established
principles of law, we must conclude, as did the
trial ·court, that there is disclosed no sueh intention on the p-art of the owner of the land to dedic.ate to public use, nor such use by the public eonstituting an acceptance as is nece·ssary to sho~v
a dedication or abandonment to the public use.''
In the ·Case of Jensen v. Gerr:a,rd, B5 Utah 460, 39
Pa:c. (2d) 1070, it was said:
''A twenty-year use alone of a way is not
suffrcient to establish an easement. Mere use of
a. roadway opened !by a. landowner for his o\vn
purpose will be presume_d permissive. An antagiOnistic or adverse us·e of a. way cannot springfrom a permissive use. A prescriptive title must
·be acquired adversely. It cannot be adverse 'vhen
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it rests up·on a license ·Or m·ere neighborly a'Ccommodation. Adverse user is the antithesis of permissive user. If the us-e is a0companied by any
recogni,tion in express terms or by implication of
a right in the landowner to stop such use now or
at som·e time in the future, the use is not adverse.''
'The Bertagnoles were '' neighhors '' in that they
ranged sheep to the North and to the South of appellant's lands and up until June, 1938, about six months
before this action was commenced, had used the road for
the purpose of driving sheep back and forth between
their properties with the permission of appellant. (R.
Tr. p. 23; Albs. p. 3'9) Appellant and his prede:cessors
always otbjeeted to sheep going acr-oss the property and
when possible stopp·e'd them, (R. :Tr. pp. 43-44; Abs. p.
43) unless permission had been requested and granted,
(R. Tr. pp.

5B-5~6;

Ahs. pp. 45-46) and for some time a

sign had been mainta,ined at the end of the road on Highway No. 40 to the effect that the road was closed to sheep
"By Order of the Sheriff". (R. ·Tr. pp. 2~67 -272, 3'50, 430,
440, 444; Afbs. pp. 9'8-99, 114, 126, 129, 130)

In the case of Jensen v. Gerrard, supra, this court
held that the burden was upon the party elaiming the
right to use the r.oadwa.y to establish the right by clear
and satisfactory evidence. The statement of the eourt
is in the fo~lowing language:
'·'Since the defendants claimed the right to
use the roadway by preseription, the burden was
upon them to ·establish such claim by clear and
satisfactory evidenee. ''
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,,. . e do not think that the burden of proof is any different in eases of r1aiined pre.s·criptive right than in
cases of ·adverse possession. This eourt, in the ea.s.e of
Dign-am v. 1./ elsou, 26 lTtah 186, 72 Pac. 9·3~6, stated the
rule in cases of adYerse pos.s·ession as follows:
'''Where, then, title to land is clairmed !by ad·Yerse posses&ion, the burden of proving that a.ll
these requisites have been complied with rests
upon him "\Yho asserts the claim. Hence in this
case the burden .,vas upon the defense to sho'v
a compliance '\vith every material requisite of adYerse possession under the statute. This the appellants c<;>ntend the defendants failed to do.''
·This court also, in the case o.f English v. ·Openshaw,
28 Utah 241, 78 Pae. 476, stated the rule relating to advers-e possession as follorws :
"T·o overthrow this presmnption, the party
elaiming adversely .had · th·e burden to establish
the fact, :by competent evidence, t~hat an adverse
possession continued for the statutory period of
limitation. This is so under our statute.''
The foregoing authorities hold that the resp~ondents
have the burden of showing a. continuous us·er for a
period ·Of 10 years for the purposes and to the width
claimed. It is not enough to show a use of the roadway
f.or vehicular travel only. Should there be any doubt
about the proposition, we refer to the Utah case of
B·olton v. Mu.rphy, 41 Utah 59 1, 1·27 Pa·c. 3.35, where the
court uses the following language:
1

'':The ~appellants, if they have a right to US·e
the road a.t all, have the right to .continue such
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use as they made thereof for the 20 years iminedia tely preceding t·he a.ttemp~ted interruption of the
use thereof by respondents. Appellants are not
1iini ted to the use they made of it the first 10 or
20 years, hut they are limited to the use they made
of ~the same the l~as.t 20 years ; that is, the 20 years
immediately preceding the time of the objection
to the use thereof by respondents. T·he nature or
character of the use of an easement may be
changed, provided the change continues long
enough to give a pres'criptive right. Whatever
period of time may he taken since 1874, when the
title to respondents' land passed from the United
.States, the eViidence is that t·he use was the usual
and ordinary use that farmers usually make of
.country roads or highways. The use, therefore,
should have been limited to such a. use, and not
restricted as was done.''
In other words, the respondents have not shown an uninterrupted ,continuity of use prior to the time of this controversy for the driving of either ·cattle, horses or sheep.
Under SeC'tion 36-l-'2, R. 18. Ut. 1'9·33, and if the same
is cons.ti'tuti·onal, there :must have been a cont,inuous use
of the road as a public thoroughfare for a period of 10
yea.rs before the same is deemed to have been dedicated
to the use of the pu:blic. W·e suggest that the statute is
unconstitutional ·because it takes property or a right in
pr.operty without due process of ·la-vv. If the Legislature
has the rig~h t to fix the pres~cri pti ve period at 10 years,
the-re is n·othing to prev·ent it from fixing the period as
one 'year, a month, a week or a day. The statute being
contrary to the common-law rule of pres·cription, it must
be, in •any event, strictly construed and the terms ''use''
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and . 'used'' must refer to the aetual and physical use
.of the road, its \Yidth to· be determined by actual user
unless there is a. further con1pl1iance \vith our Sta:tut·es.
'This, we belieYe, is apparent fron1 :Seetion 36-1-4, R. S.
Ut., 1933, \Yhich is as follows :
"The \Yidth of rights of way for state roads
shall be such as the state r:o-ad eomm1ission may
determine, and the \Yidth of rights of way to he
used for county high"'.Yays shall be such as may
b~ deemed neceHsary by the: board of county eommissioners: provided, that nothing in this title
shaH prevent cities or towns from laying out,
estahlishingw or op·ening, or accepting t!he dedicat~ion of, streets and alleys of any \vidth the governing body thereof shall deem proper.''
There is nothing in the record to indicate that the
Board of County Commissioners ever fixed the

wi~dth

of

East 'Canyon road and, we believe, that it is not enough
to merely say that the vvidth of a particular road is fixed
or can be determined 'by the width of other roads in th·e
county. In the ·case of Sta:te v. Trask,_·6 Vt. 355, 27 Am.
D·ec. 554, the court s aid :
1

'·'jThe question whether the land in dispute
had ever .been in fa'Ct appr·opriated t.o public use,
should have been left to the jury. They should
have he·en ,charged, that cases may exist, \vhere a
dedication is accepted in pa;rt, and where a general and more extensive appropriation of land to
public use may be limited, restricted, and defined
by long-continued us·e. That in this cas·e, the
pu'hlic may have availed themselves ·Of so much
of the land pr.offered as was nece.s·sary f.or the
purposes of the g·rant, and waived it as to the
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residue. And al all even.ts ~v-here the public rely
upon .u.s.age as evidence of their right, the right
can not be more extensive than the usage.'' (Italics
ours).
The cases are uniform to the effect that even though
the respondents might have a prescriptive right for some
purpose, they cannot increas-e tha.t right short of the
prescriptive period of continuous user immediately prior
to the ti,me t~he right is que-stioned. This is the rule announc·ed in the Uta.h case of Salisbury v. Rockport Irr.
Co., 79 Utah 398, 7 Pac. ('2d) 291, page 2'92, in which the
court states:
'''An easement acquired by pres·cription is
~alway·s limited by the use made during the prescriptive period. Under the pleadings and the
evidence in the case, the court was bound to limit
the defendant's right to t·he· capacity of the creek
channel, and this of necessity meant, as provided
in the decree, that additional capacity to ca~rry
. water over and above the water naturally flowing
in the creek. In so limiting the defendant's right,
the trial ·c:purt committed no error."
~General

authorities are as follo·ws:

¥o.J. 9 of R. C. L., Section 46, page 788 :
"Where an easement is proved to exist by
pres·c~ription, the common and ordinary use which
establishes the right also limits and qualifies it.
It is only from the fact that possess~on, amounting to a continuous claim of title, has been a.cquiesced in for the peri:od necessiary to give a
prescriptive right, that the presumption of a grant
is afforded. It is ·O~bvious, therefore, that the
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p.resuined grant can never extend further than
the user in \vhich the other party has acquieseed.
It is true also that a prescriptive right acquired
by a particular user ·cannot justify a Inaterially
enlarged user " hich has not been enjoyed for the
full p.rescriptiYe period. And since the purpose
for \vhieh an easement may be used· is limited by
the user under 'vhich it was acquired, a change in
the condition of the dominant estate 'vill not give
a rig'ht to use the easement in connHction with
such estate in a manner different from the original user. ''
7

(19 C. J. 977, Section 223) :

''The us-e of "Tays by pres·cription is limited
to the user by \Vhich the right was created, and
if the limits of a way, so acquired are not very
clearly defined the owner of the dominant tenement is only ·entitled to a. way bounded ~by the line
of reasonable enjoyment. If the way has been
used for a .partieular purpose it cannot be subsequently used .for any other. If it has been used
for a variety of purposes covering generally all
the purposes required by the dominant estate,
it ma.y be used .for all the purpns·es which may
reasonably be required for the use of that esta.te
while substantially in the same condition; but if
the c~ondition and character ,of the dominant
estate are substantially altered the right of way
cannot be used for new purpos·es required by the
altered -condition of the pr-operty and imposing a
·greater burden upon the servient estate."

Atw;ater v. Bodfish cited in 11 Gray's Reports a.t
page 1'50:
'''iThe right of way to lot No. ·2 wa~ only used
for the purpose .of taking wood from that lot,
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while the whole trac~t was wild and uncultivated.
Such a right ·Cannot be extended to the larger
use ·elaim.ed by the pl'aintiff as a way for all purposes, now that the land is occupied for dwellings
and purpnses of cultivation. It must be limited
to t~he use for which it is . .shown by the evidence
to have been ·Originally designed.''

Boynton v. Longley cited in 6 Pa·c. 43·9, (N.ev.):
''The right acquired by preHcription is only
coin'mensurate with the right enjoyed. The extent of the enjoyment measures the extent of the
right. The right gained by prescription is always confinHd to the right a,s exercised for the
full period of time required by the statute, which
is, in this state, five years. A party elaiming a
prescriptive right for five years, who, within that
tim.e, enlarges the use, cannot, a.t the end .of that
time, claim the use as enlarged within that
period.''
·
Vol. 88, American Decisions at page 280:
''Evidence of a prescriptive right of way for
all manner of carria.ges does not necess·arily
prove a right ·of way for all manner o.f cattle:
Ba1lard v. Dyson, 1 Taunt, 279; nor will a right
to cart timber sustain .a plea of a general right of
way ·On foot, and with horses, carts, wagons, and
other ·carriages: Higham v. Ra~bett, 5 Bing. N. C.
622. ''

B'remer v. Manha;tta;n Ry. Co., 84 N. E. 59 (Head
note):
,,, A right acquired by prescription is limited
to the extent of the use during the period of prescription, and an increased user during that per-
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iod not enjoyed for a suffieient lengt·h of time
to giYe title by prescription does not destroy the
t.itle acquired ·by the lesser use.''
Vol. 2, Tiffany R.eal Property, Section 5:2.5 :
''The fact that the use is increased during
the prescription period does not, provided the
nature of ·the user remains unchanged, preelude
the establishment of a right .corresponding to the
orig·inal user as it existed before the change was
made, but there is no- prescriptive .right eorre·sponding to the increa.sed user exeept in so far as
the increas-ed user itself continues for the prescriptive period.''
From the foregoing it clea.rly appears, we believe-,
that the right of the B·ertagnoles to use East Canyon
road for the driving of .sheep back and forth between
the grounds that they control cannot he hased upon a
matter of convenience- ·Or necessity, but must he predicated upon an a.ctual user for the prescriptive p·eri'od.
The right that the Bertagnoles contend for is a speeial
one as distinguished from a public use. S.o far as a
spe·.cial right in the individual defendants, their use of
the road for the purpos~s claimed niu·st have been open,
adverse and ca.ntinuous for more than 20 yea·~'S next
prror to the alleged trespass in June of 193:8. So far a,s
the general public is -concerned, and by reason of statute,
its use of the road for purpose of driving sheep· to and·
from ~points to the North and lS:outh of the Jeremy property must also have been op·en, advers·e and continuous
for a period of 10 years n·ext prior to the alleged trespass. Under both circumstances, that is, a private right
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in favor ~of the Bertagnoles nr a public use in favor of
the general public, there mus·t have been a continuous
use during said period·s to the full width of ·5 rods as
de.creed by the court hef.ore it can he said that the court's
findings, conclusions and decree are supported by the
evidence.

2. The ev·idence does not support the use of East
Canyon road as contended by respondents.
With the foregoing authoritiHs as a background, we
briefly summarize the testimony of various witnesses as
to :use of the road by sheep, as follow·s:
E. J. JEREMY, the appellant. (R. Tr. pp. 6-60, 89-9.5,
403-430; Abs. pp. 37-48, 5H-60, 120-126) The appellant
ranges approxim,ately 10,000 head of sheep and livestock
on the property each year and uses East Cany~on creek
in connection with the grazing of his animals. East Canyon road is used only in summer sea-sons and when sno·w
begins to fall, the road becomes impassable. Sheep of
any substanti·al number, that is, upwards of a thousand
head could not be driven within the confines of a 16-foot
road. Appellant 's· sheep, at all times during the summer
seasnn, have been driven and grazed up and down East
Canyon road and .the adjacent country. The rorud has
been very seldom used :by others for driving sheep. The
Bertagnoles asked permission to use the roa~ and were
given permission until June, 1938. Boley went through
the property in 19·35 or 1'93'6· with permission. Mr.
Jeremy has heen acquainted with the whole property for
more than 40 years and acquired the property in 1917
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from his father 'Yho like'\\rise objeeted to sheep, belong~
ing to others, being· driYt"\n across it, except that on oc~
easions, there w~s a permissive use by .som.e. When Mr.
Boley drove his sheep up the canyon, so·me 3 or 4 years
prior to the trial, he .stated, ''I 'vill never a.sk you again
if you "~in let me go this time,'' and since that time he
has never attempted to us·e the road for t~ailin:g s~heep.
East Canyon road, as it existed in June of 19·38, was
a one-traek road. If cars met, ordinarily one would have
to pull out of the road and let the other by. The average
travelled p·ortfon of the road \vas about as wide as the
ordinary vehicle.
There "~ere no difficulties with any of appellant's
neighbors over the driving of shee!p until the B·ertagnoles
leased the Silver Ipng ground in 1929 or '30. App·ellant
reque·sted the ~C.ounty Commissioners of ·Summit Conn~
ty to post a sign on Highway No. 40 at about the place
of the Jeremy ranch house to the effect th~at the road
was closed to sheep and eattle and whi~h sign remained
posted until 1936.
WILLIAM BALDWIN, a witness on behalf of appellant.
(R. Tr. pp. 72-89; Abs. pp. 53-.58) East ·Canyon road is
about as wide as the tracks of an automobile and is anywhere from 6 to 16 feet in width. On the day of the alleged trespass by the Bertagnoles' .sheep, the man in
charge ·of the sheep was asked by the witness if he had
obtained Mr. Jeremy's permission to go through the
property and replied that he had attempte·d to locate Mr.
Jeremy but had been unruble to do so.
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THOMAs E. JEREl\tY, a witnes·s on behalf of appellant.
(R. Tr. pp. 431-443; ~bs. pp. 12·6-130) The :witnes:S is
the son of appellant, and familiar with East c:anyon road
during all .of his life a.nd particularly since 19'29. He
related a -conversation with Leo Bertagnole and appellant
about taking ·s,heep up and doiWil East ~Canyon to and
from the p·roperty leased from the Silver King, at which
time the appellant told Bertagnole that he did not like
sheHp going over the road because it would c:ause dam-·
age to appellant's ·sheep and other damage, and that his
father finally ~agreed that if Berta.gnole would have
·enough men to keep the .sheep along the road that they
might make u,se of it. A Mr. Larsen and a Mr. MeFarland used the road on one or two occasions with pe-rmission. Mr. Larsen would us.e the road once a year and
for such use agreed to pay a cent a head. The sign was
taken down in 1'93·6 by the sheriff of Summit County and
U'pon order of the County c.ommis·sioners and in the
Spring of 19a6, Mr. Larsen took his ,sheep through the
property, after having :been refus·ed permission. On that
oc:0asion he was escortHd up East Canyon by the sheriff.
In the .Spring of 1937, Larsen again went through the
property .claiming it to be an open road, but; nevertheless, paid Thomas E. Jeremy $10.00.

S. 0. PoRTER, a \vi'tness for

respondent~s.

(R. Tr. pp.

105-125; .A!bs. pp. 61-·68) The witness made his first trip
through East Canyon in July, 1881, when he took a bunch
of .sheep and some cattle to Park City. From 1881 to
189·5, the witness observed sheep and cattle being driven
up and down t'he canyon, but whose .ca tt1e they "\\ ere the
7
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\vitnes·s did not reeall. So far as the wi'tne·ss was concerned, the road \vas used mostly for cattle which were
driven oYer it about twice a year from 1885 to 1895. In
driving the c~attle, the road was follow.ed but that t.he
cattle \Yould sometim-es sipread out about 100 or 200 feet.
The use of the road .over the Je.remy's property wa.s a
matter of convenience. It was not us.ed every year hetw·een the times ~mentioned and only used for sheep by
the witness on rtwo or three occasions from 1881 to 1895.
1

E. L.

a witness fo;r respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 125-13~8; Abs. pp. 68-71) The witness was 53 years
o:ld and had travelled over East Canyon road since he
could remember. At about the age of 10, the witness
and his father used the road to haul lumber to P'ark City.
The witness had never driven any .sheep over the ro~ad
but had seen sheep going back and f~oTth on occasions
and had not been familiar ·\vith the road sinc:e 1914.
RASMUSSEN,

A. R. BERTOCH, a wi.tness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 13.8-141; Ahs. pp. 71-72) The vvitness was Game
Warden from 1913 to 1917, but had not travelled over
the entire East Canyon road until 1921. He had seen
livestock on the road but did not indicate "\vho owned the
same.
CARL PHILLIPS, a. witness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 141-145; Abs. pp. 72-73) The witness was the road
sup.erviso·r for Morgan County during the years 193-3
and '34. During t~hose years the county did s.ome grader
"\Vork on the road mostly on the dugways. S~ometimes
the work \Yould extend to the width of 16 or 18 feet and
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in places to 24 feet. The work was merely for the purpose of maintenance and keeping r.ocks off the road in
J\!organ County.
CLARENCE c·. RicH, a witness for respo~dents. (R.
Tr. :pp. 14'5-1·52; Abs. pp. 73-76) The witness was road
eommissioner for l\{organ County since 19·35 and sih~e
193.5, the ·county had 1.videned East Canyon r-oad in plaees
t.o 3 rods. The witness had observed sheep trailing along
the· ro.ad, but did not indicate W'hose sheep they were
and testified that the most extensive use of the road vvas
by vehicular traffic and that his observation and work
only extended to the Summit C·ounty line.
1

GoLDEN PoRTER, a vvitness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 15'9-1,66; Albs. pp. 78-80) The witness trailed livestock down East Canyon r-oad in O~ctober of 1928 and
on that occasion took about 350 head. These sheep were
purchased from the B·oley br·o1Jhers, who told the witness
that the sheep could be driven do·wn East C:anyon. The
witness alg.o trailed sheep down the eanyon in 1935, '3.6
and '37 and on neither oc.casion did the flock ex·ceed 320
head. The witness testified that he did not see anyone
else using the road for livestock and that the only traffic that he had ever met on the road wa:S vehicular or
au tom·o bile traffic.

·w. V.

SHAw, a witness for respondents. (R. Tr. pp.
166-168; .A!hs. pp. 80-81) The ·only time the witness ever
used the road for driving sheep was in November of
1927 vv hen he drov.e a flo-ck of approximately 850 head
up or dorwn the canyon.
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..:-\..JoRGENSON, a \Yituess for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 169-178; Abs. pp. 81-83) About 40 years ago,
the \Yitness 's father bought about 4 or 5 he.a·d of milk
rows and a fe':v calves .,vhich "rere taken up East Canyon
to Peoa about 12 miles East of Park City. The witness
remembers meeting teams on the road and c:attle, but did
not recall who the c.attle belonged to. He bought a bunch
of lambs in the Fall of 19.31 and took them from the
Bertagnole rang·e to Henefer by way of the East C·anyon
road. In the Spring of 193'2, he took 1200 head of range
ewes and lambs down East Canyon to the Ostler range
and went back the same way in the F'all of that year.
Since that time he has not trailed any sheep up or down
East Canyon and testified on cross examination· that
there was ·but the one occasion that he ever cross.ed t~he
Jeremy property with sheep.
HYRel\I

ALFRED STEMBRIDGE, a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 178-184; Abs. pp. 83-84) The witness was a livestO'ck inspector for Suinmit County from 1917. He had
seen sheep on the East Canyon road but did not know
whose sheep they were, exeep.t that he had seen ~he
Boleys, Stephens, and ISalisiburys trail sheep up and
down the ·canyon on occasions. He knew that Mr.
Jeremy had a large numiber of sheep and cattle on his
range and in his fi.elds and along the course of East Canyon road.
JoHN HoLMBERG, a witness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 185-1'96; Abs. pp. 84-86) ·The witness was 70 years
old and in 18B5 took a bun;ch of sheep down the canyon
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and worked on the O'layton ranch to the North of the
J.eremy p-roperty for about 12 or 1:5 years after that
time. So far as the tr,ailing of sheep was concerned during that period, he made use ,of the old Pioneer trail over
Big Mountain ,going from the Summit into Parley's
~Canyon from L·ittle Dutch or Little . Emigration creeks
N·or'th o.f the Jeremy property.
ERNEST A. FuELLING, a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 196-198; Abs. pp. 86-87) The witness in 19,36
was a road superviso-r and supervised the installation of
a bridge on June 21, 193·6 about 50 feet North of the
main highw,ay on the Jeremy range. The. bridge that
was installed ·wa-s ahout 16 feet wide. The witness had
not been in E·ast Canyon for about 46 years prio~r to
that time.
JAMEs ;HENRY SALISBURY, a witness for respondents.
· (R. Tr. pp. 19 9-205; Abs. pp. 87 -89) The witness became ~acquainted with the East Canyon road in 1913 in
connection with the trailing of sheep to the desert from
Rockp·ort. In the Spring, he would take his sheep down
and over Big Mountain and in the Fall would hring them
hack up East Canyon. In 1938 he observed a bunch of
Gilmor 's sheep in the canyon. The trail over Big Mountain, sometimes caHed the I-Ienefer trail, or the· old
Mannon trail, was very well defined. These trails are
to the North .and West of the Jeremy property.
1

JAMES SALIS~URY, a. witnes.s for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 206-.21'(}; Abs. ,pp .. 89-91) The witness was horn in
1H61 and on one occasion tnok 700 head of sheep up the
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road past Gorgorza, and had only seen one bunch of
sheep being· driven through the Jeremy property. He
took some 400 to 500 head ·of sheep up or down the c:anyon sometime between 1914 and '16. In 19·32, he took
a bunch of 300 s!heep up· or down the canyon, the l·atter
flock being· sheep purchased from a Mr. Reid who the
witness understood had leased summer range from Mr.
Jeremy.
\\'. 0. STEPHENS, a ,,~itness for reHpondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 217-232; .Abs. pp. 91-93) The witness was county
assessor from 1911 to 19·17 for Summit County. He ha:d
seen c.attle being driven back and forth hut no sheep
and he .did not indicate whose cattle he had seen in the
vi•cinity.

GEoRGE EDWARD FosTER, a witness for respondent~s.
(R.. Tr. pp. 233-237; Ahs. pp. 93-94) ·T·he witness had
resided at Henefer in -Summit C:ounty for 6·5 years. He
drove cattle over the road in 1B9'7 to P·ark City. He.
herded ea ttle from 1900 to 1904 using the road for cattle
that had strayed off into the Park City range. He had
seen sheep being driven on the road but did not knorw
to whom they belonged.

E. RicHINs, a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 237-242; .Alhs. pp. 94-95) The witness ha·d resided
in Summit County for 72 years. In 1897 he drove cattle
over the road. For the p.ast 45 years, he would use the
road for camp wagon, but his sheep would always go
over Big Mountain. In other words, he only used the
road for vehicular traffic and not for sheep.
ALMA
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J. vV. !RICHINS, a witness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 242-246; Abs. pp. 9'5-·9'6) The witness went over the
road in 1885 in a ligh't wagon and after 1900 used the
road for taking sheep camps through. T·he road was
used for sheep camps more than anything else. He drove
a herd of sheep through the country in 1905 and that
apparently was the last time he used the road for any
purpose.

HoRACE (STEPHENs, . a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 2·54-2-6~1; Ahs. pp. 9·6-97) Until about 20 years
ago, when the witness moved to Salt Lake, he lived in
1Su.mmit County~ He assisted in ta'lring a herd of about
600 head of sheep through the property in 1917 and about
3 years ago took 130 head of dry ewes up the road. He
did not knnw that Mr. Jeremy had closed the road and
if he had known it,_he would have asked perinission. The
sheep that he drove were held in the highway and as far
as possilb~e in the wagon tra!cks.
JosEPH ,STOCKING a witness for respondents. (R. Tr.
pp. 262-272; Abs. pp. 97-9 9) The witness used the road
for sheep once in 19B4 and once in 19;3'6. He had seen
a fHw cattle in the canyon gra1zing but did not see any
other sheep being driven through it. In the Spring of
19·36 he ·saw a sign on Highway No. 40 to the effe·ct that
E·ast 'Canyon was closed to sheep, '''By order ·Of the
Sheriff''.
1

HYRUM .SToCKING, a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 27'2-280; Ahs. pp. 99'-100) ·The witnes-s us.ed the
r·oad for sheep in 1904 and did not use it again until June,
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1938 w·hen he \Yas in eharge of the sheep that committed
the alleged trespass and at that time he vvas working for
the Bertagnoles.
HEBER J. CRUl\IP, a. 'vitness for respondents. (R.. 'Tr.
pp. 281-288; .AJbs. pp. 100-101) The witness travelled
East Canyon in 1937 and '38 'vith 2 herds of sheep, each
consisting o.f about 800 head. He had ~ohserved sheep in
E·ast Canyon road but did not know who they belonged to.
He sa\Y L. C. Parry use the road as well as a. man by the
name of Wardle and testified that the W.ardle sheep were
combined with his herds on the hvo occasions.
DoNALD PAUL DROUBAY, a witness for respondents.
(R. ·Tr. pp. 289-300; A!hs. P·P· 101-104) The witness wa~s 40
years ·old. His father owned the Droubay ranch North
of the Jeremy property on the W·est ~side of Ea.s't Canyon
taking in part of Little Dutch, L~ittle Emigration creek~
D-ry Fork Canyon and extending to Big Mountain. From
1911 to 1915, the witnes·s' father would take sheep from
Maxfield's ranch to Gorgorza o.ver the Jeremy property.
Both the witness a.nd: his father went out of the sheep
business in 1919 .and from 19·15 to 1'91'9 used the road only
for ·cars an·d .sheep· wagons. T·he witnes~s' father ~nd Mr.
Jeremy were very good friends and never had any differences of any kind. After 1915, there was no occasion to
go across the Jeremy prope-rty because the Droubay
sheep were taken toward Morgan.
1

JoHN NIELSON, a witness for respondents. (R. Tr.

pp. 301-306·; Abs. pp. 104~105) The witness was 48 years
old and fir·st became acquainted with East Canyon in
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189·7 while working for N. W. Clayton at

~hat

is called
the' Clayton ranch some 7~,~miles N.orth of the Jeremy
property. L:. He· worked there until a'bout 1903, herding
cattle··· arid used the- East Canyon road for the purpose
of picking up strays.· The witness indicated that the
roa.d,was not very good and during the period indicated
did'not·kno:w of any work having been don.e on it.
A. M. BERTAGNOLE, one .of the respondents. (R. Tr.
pp:~. 307~340; Ahs. pp. 105-112) The witness' earliest re:colleetio.n of East C·anyon ~o~es back to 1909 when he was
about 11 years old. His father and mother had owne.q
ptop·ertysince 1'9,10 to the North of the Jeremy p.roper~y.
In i9r~ and '13, there was a dipping -c-orral on the J ere~y
ra.nbh! whi0h was .used .by the Bert'agnoles. From then
until riJbout 19;31, 'the road was used primarily for going
to. Snyderville with bucks, averaging about 1'50 to 200
head in eanh bunch. From 192~ or '30, when the Silver
King .range was a·cqnired, and each year since that time,
he went at least one way up or down East Canyon with
sheep and ~some years both ways between the tw·o ra.neh'e·s.
The Witness testified that he had used the road at lea'st
once· a year and S·ometimes .~twice since 192H over the
Jeremy pro-perty ·and intended to use it for the trailing
of ·sheep 'until. restrained by
order of court, notwithsta,:qding the fact that there was a well--defined sheep trail
over Big Mountain to the N-orth and West ·of the J e:remy
~roperty. ,i·{·:ije.: denied ·ever a,~king .Mr. J·.eremy for., P.~rmt~~sion t<? g.o .over the .prQP.~.rty, butdid.not know .w~~tp. , .
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C. BoLEY, a witness for -re~pondents ...(R. Tr.
pp. 346-360; Abs. pp. 112-115) Mr. Boley wa.s. 60 years
old. He ranged sheep in Summit County from 19 21 to
1926. His Summer range was in Morgan County 1S·o~th
west of Porterville and where what is known a.s . Hard
Scrabble. His Winter range was in Millard County .. The
use of the road over the Jeremy prop-erty was confined
only to small bunches in order to adj~st the wit_ue~s.~
herds. There "\\ras no attempt at any time to take_ the
larger herds a.cross the property and for _which purpos-e
the Big Mountain s-heep trail was used.· In 1.935,.. th~
witness noticed the sign on the ro-ad. to the effec.t t~at it
was closed to sheep. He then requested and ofbtain~d
Mr. Jeremy's permission to go thr·oug}l the property~. .
WARREN

1

.

.

.\

: .-

.

·'

.~

a witness for respondents. (R. ·Tr. pp.
360-384; Abs. pp. 11,5-118} The witness_ was 57 years\ old,
lives at Murray, Utah a.nd is the owne.r of the Ma~field
ranch to the North -of the Jeremy pr'operty. · His"father
ran a dipping -corral40 or 45 years ago at what is'kllown
as -S·chuster Canyon. The witness used the ·Big Moun-tain trail on the. great majority of occasions in taking
sheep in and out of the country and about 4 yea:rs ·ago
asked permission of Mr. Jeremy to go- a-cross his. prop~
AcE

MAxFIELD,

erty. Mr. Jeremy told him tha.t he ·didn't mind his: (the
witne-ss) going up there, but if by s.o doing he was givirig
other.s the right to do so, he woul!d rather not haY·~· the

Witness go. · It was as a matter ~f con~enience #~ltt the
Witness desired t'o tak-e his sheep out ~yer Fh~ ~eremy
property.
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a witness for respondents. (R.
Tr. pp. 384-403; A·bs. pp. 118-120) The witness was 88
years old, residing in ~Salt Lake City, but had spent the
greatest part of his life in Summit c·oun:ty .at Snyderville.
He recalled a trial or road in East ·Canyon since 1869· and
stated that the road was so bad that at places you would
have to get out and hold the wagon up on one .side to
keep it from tipping .over. Around 1874, he observed
little bands of sheep and c:a.ttle using the road. In 1884
or 18B6, a lessee of George A. Lowe used to drive sheep
back and fiorth over the Jeremy pr'Operty. When the
road got slippery, '·'a goo;se couldn't stand on it if its
feet were we1bhed. '' 'The witne-ss did not know whose
sheep or cattle he saw in the country in the early days.
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD,

·The judgment and decree of the -court fixing, 3JS it
does, a hypothetical boulevard through the heart of appellant's property is n·ot supported by the -evidence nor
the authorities. There never has been a dedication or
·abandonment, expres-s ·Or implied, to the general pU'blic
of a roadway along E·ast CanJ71on creek over appellant's
property to the width of 5 rods. At the most the gen-.
eral p:ublic has us·ed the road to the width of approiXimately 16 fe·et and then only f.or vehicular and pedestrian
travel. A road or trai1 once dedicated to the general
public does not ips-o fa:cto take ron the width of a 5 rod road
merely because 5 rods seems to be a standard width. To
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so hold would be to pla~ce an unnatural construction upon
the statute and to disregard all ·considerations pertaining to the actual use •of the r·oad. The trial court arbitrarily and contrary to the evidence has placed a. severe
and costly burden upon the servient tenement.
The evidence that we have referred to, while briefly
stated, summarizes, in the main, the use ror the past 50
years to which the road ha~s ·been put, so far a.s the driving of sheep and cattle is concerned. If it can be said
that such evidence supp·orts the findings and judgment
in this case, then, we believe, that one must completely
ignore fundamental prin·ciples. The rule ·of law to the
effect that a. dedication is n·ever to be presumed but is
limited to the intention manifested by .the grantor on the
·One hand and the acceptance by the public o~ the other
hand, would be completely ignored. Likewise, the rule
of law to the effect that acceptanee ·by the public, so far
as the amount or quantity of the la.nd so dedicated is
concerned, must ·be eviden·ced both by intention and aetual us·e.
·So far as the Bertagnoles are con·cerned, it can:not
be said that they have acquired a private right to the
use of the road to a width greater than 16 feet without
doing violence to the law of p.r'escriptiJon. They hav~ the
burden of .showing by clear, satisfactory and un·equivocal
proof a. continuous, open, notorious and adverse use of
a strip ·of land 5 rods wide through a,ppellant's p·roperty
which they ·Or their predecess·ors have enjoyed for the
pres-criptive period of 20 y·ear.s. A review of all o.f the
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evidence will show at times a neighborly accommodation
on the part of appellant, so f.ar as such a:ccomm·odation
did n~ot jeopardize or render valueless appellant's l,and
holdings in the vicinity and the use to which he admittedly makes •of the same.
Mr. J-eremy i~s enti tied to have his holdings zealously
gua.rded and protected and his rights in this respect cannot be taken away or di,minished a't the will, whim or
.convenience of the Bertagnoles, unless they prove, which
they have not done, by clear and ctOnvincing proof all -of
th-e elements o.f a pres1crip.tive or adverse right. We contend that the judgment and deeree appealed from i-s
ar~bitra.ry, contrary to the evidence .and to law and should
be reversed and the cause remanded with suitable and
appropriate instructionrS.
Respectfully submitted,

W. GusTIN,
WILLIAM H. FoLLAND,
Attorneys for Plaimtiff
and Appellant.
HARLEY
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